Diamond Crystal®
Sno-Paws® Ice Melter

Pet Friendly Ice Melter
Diamond Crystal® Sno-Paws® pet-friendly ice melter is specially formulated to keep people and pets
safer. Its veterinarian preferred formula contains organic performance boosting chips to provide more
melting at colder temperatures than urea alone. Sno-Paws® melts ice at the same low temperature as
salt while having none of the harsh chlorides that can irritate pets paws. Its green tint allows you to
easily see the granules to make applying even easier.
Diamond Crystal® Sno-Paws® pet-friendly ice melter:
• Works down to 5°F/-15°C; is a better melter than many other urea based melters
• Chloride and salt free; significantly less irritating than salt & other chlorides
• Available in an 8.25 lb jug
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8.25 lb Plastic Jug
110011561
36 cases
4 tiers of 9 cases
40x48x32
1238
.23 cu. ft. (jug)
11.375 x 5 x 7.25 (jug)
8.25
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000-13600-03119-0
200-13600-03119-4
100-13600-03119-7 (case)

All specifications are approximate. Please contact your broker or Cargill representative for exact specifications.

We welcome your questions and comments.
Please call us at 1-888-385-7258 (SALT)
or visit us online at www.diamondcrystalsalt.com.
Cargill Salt
P.O. Box 5621
Minneapolis, MN 55440
Salt-3702/4-16/SM
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A Brilliant Choice™

Directions for Use:
Remove slush and as much loose snow as possible before ice melter application. Spread Sno-Paws® ice
melter evenly across surface area using ½ - 1 cup per square yard, depending on ice thickness and air
temperature. When ice and snow softens, remove slush and any excess ice melter from pavement for
good concrete maintenance.
Storage information:
Diamond Crystal® Sno-Paws® ice melter should be stored tightly sealed to keep the product dry. Store in
a dry place. Always store ice melters out of reach of children and pets.
Contains:
Urea, Sodium Formate, and Colorant.
Precautions and Best Practices:
Diamond Crystal® Sno-Paws® ice melter may be used to remove snow and ice from concrete sidewalks,
parking lots and asphalt surfaces. However, all ice-melting agents work by reducing the freezing
point of water. This may result in more frequent freeze-thaw cycling of the melted snow and ice, which
can cause surface scaling of concrete. As such, use only on properly placed, cured and sealed, airentrained concrete. To lessen the possibility of freeze-thaw cycling and potential damage, promptly
remove slush as it is formed. DO NOT use on porous or improperly cured concrete, concrete less
than one year old, precast concrete items, masonry, mortar, wood or other porous materials. As with
any ice-melting agent, particular care should be used when grass and vegetation are adjacent to the
deicing surface as excess application may cause damage.
Not for sale in Virginia.
For SDS, stain test results and other information, consult the FAQ section at www.cargillsalt.com,
or contact us at 1-800-428-4244.
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